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What Is Your Money Vibration? 

The way people think or feel about money is influenced by what they learned about money from the 

family, society, their religion and schools. It becomes their “money blueprint,” the foundation on 

which the conscious, subconscious and unconscious decision are made. That kind of thinking or 

feeling learned as a child stays forever and will not change on its own if it is not checked. In most 

cases people are not even aware of their vibration or blueprint on money and naturally they cannot 

change what they are not aware of. 

T. Harv Ecker, author of Secrets of the Millionaire Mind explained this very well when he said, “It all 

comes down to this: if your subconscious “financial blueprint” is not ‘set’ for success, nothing you 

learn, nothing you know, and nothing you do will make much of a difference.” Therefore if you feel 

that you need to change your experience with money, you can only do that by changing your money 

blueprint. If you have had negative experiences with money so far, and any money that you get 

never stays, it’s most likely that you have a poverty mindset. In that case, even if you win the lottery 

today, that money will not last long because you will find ways to blow it. 

Sound Combined With Affirmations: a Powerful Way to Manifest Money 

The mind is neuroplastic as has been scientifically proven, meaning that it can be changed or 

reprogrammed. This can be done through affirmations, imagination, meditation, visualization, 



cognitive repetition and repeated exposure to different thoughts, beliefs and life experiences. Your 

mind can actually change physically by creating new neural pathways. 

Money is energy and we can learn to attract it and other forms of abundance by working with 

energy of both affirmations and sound. Affirmations work by your highest good and they purify your 

thoughts. They also rewire the brain so that you view life more positively and see possibilities 

instead of problems. The repetition of affirmations together with certain sounds can reprogram your 

emotional, physical and spiritual bodies and raise the frequency of the electromagnetic field around 

you. 

Therefore use sound and affirmations together to reprogram yourself to attract or generate wealth. 

You will be amazed when new channels of experience open up and you can magnetize wealth 

through both new and old channels. 

Chakras and How They Affect Your Money Manifesting Capabilities 

In addition to the physical body, we have invisible bodies like the mental body, the emotional body, 

the etheric body, etc. The invisible bodies are superimposed on the physical body and they interact 

with it through chakras. Chakras are spinning wheels or vortices of energy that are superimposed 

over major glands, major bundles of nerves and major organs. Each chakra manages specific organs, 

functions, and glands, influencing our feelings, our behaviour traits and our abilities. Each chakra has 

its own frequency of vibration which is indicated by a specific color which can be seen by those who 

can see the aura.  

Your chakras are your link to the outside world. They absorb the energy transmitted by people in 

your environment and transmit your energy to other people. At the same time, their health 

determines what kind of energy you absorb and what kind of energy you transmit. If you have a 

certain kind of negative pattern, like attracting the same type of people who cause you problems 

and creating the same type of money problems, your chakras are out of balance and/or unclean. It 

means that you need help to clean them and to rebalance them. 

The Mind is a Powerful Manifesting Machine When You Create the Right 

Program 

The mind is an amazing set of brain circuitry that is incalculably powerful in manifesting what it 

wants. It is constantly churning out thoughts like a giant thought manufacturing machine that works 

24/7 every day. What most humans are not aware of it that thoughts are powerful energy. Yet the 

ancient wise ones and gurus have always recognized the power of thoughts and kept on saying 

everything begins with a thought. Thoughts manifest situations, things and circumstances. 

Be aware that when you think intensely the same thought repeatedly at conscious level, that 

thought programs the subconscious mind and the subconscious mind transmits the energy of the 

program into the universe. Over time you manifest events, things and people that match your 

thoughts. Therefore if you have money problems and you keep thinking of your money problems, 

worrying about bills and the shortage of money, you create more poverty. If you want to change 

that you must deliberately change the way you think. 



Technique 1: Get Into the Vortex of Manifesting What You Want 

Step 1: Sit in a comfortable position, in a room where you will not be disturbed. Take 3 deep long 

breaths. 

Step 2: Imagine that you walk into your house from work and there you find the cutest puppies or 

kittens or whatever you enjoy most. Feel excitement as you sit down to play with them. 

Step 3: Imagine that as you sit there you receive a message that something amazing is going to 

happen that will make this day the best day of your life. In fact it is going to change your life forever! 

(What kind of news would excite you? You decide). 

Step 4: Take three more breaths as you feel your excitement rising and you feel like you are going to 

burst with joy and excitement. You can hardly contain yourself. 

Step 5: Feel an overwhelming sense of gratitude. Allow that feeling of joy and gratitude to pour into 

every cell of your body. Feel the vibration of your whole body increasing. 

Step 6: As you feel this wave of joy and gratitude, think about what you want to manifest in your life. 

Write it down. See yourself having that which you want and feel the joy of having it. 

Use this technique at least two times per week. 

Technique 2: Change Your Money Vocabulary  

The words that you say or think about money affect the way money comes to you. If they are 

negative they block the flow of money to you. Some of the popular ways of discussing money are: 

 “Money is the root of all evil.” 

 “You have to work hard for money.” 

 “Money doesn’t grow on trees.” 

If you find yourself saying or thinking these phrases often, it is no wonder that you have money 

problems. Do not just change your mindset about money, change your money vocabulary too. Speak 

about money as something that is positive and desirable. Use phrases like: 

 “Money Flows Easily to Me.” 

 “Making Money is Easy.” 

 “Universal wealth flows to me in avalanches of abundance.” 

Make an intention to think and speak only positively about money. Watch your thoughts and words. 

Substitute every negative thought about money with a positive thought. Instead of using the word 

“spend” use the word “circulate.” Actually money is energy and it circulates which is why it is called 

currency. So paying for something is circulating the energy that is money. Therefore, from now on, 

when you pay for anything do it with joy and be thankful that you can pay. See every transaction as 

an exchange instead of spending. 

Technique 3: The Manifesting Ritual 



You are going to put yourself in a positive money vibration for 33 days every day in the morning. You 

may want to do this first thing in the morning when the rest of the family still sleeps and you can be 

quiet without being disturbed. 

Now, think about what you want to manifest. Make it reasonable because you must feel that you 

can achieve it. 

1. Sit down with pen and a notebook. Write the following statement 33 times. 

Dear Universe please manifest for me (what you want to achieve) by (give the date at the end of the 

33 days), thank you! 

For example you can write, Dear Universe please manifest for me an abundant flow of work 

opportunities by 31st December 2017. Thank you! 

Allow yourself to enter a meditative state as you write your statement 33 times. Relax your hand as 

you write, and flow with the words. Feel that you receive what you ask for. Really feel gratitude for 

receiving that which you desire.  

Feel empowered by the wonderful things that are coming to you now. Witness the snowball effect 

taking effect as you take affirmative action towards creating a life you love. 

N.B. You can make this a ritual by lighting some incense or candles, or have a money-attracting 

crystal in front of you. You can meditate before or after. Do whatever feels right and fits in your 

timetable! If you want you can say every sentence out loud while writing. This is your ritual so do it 

any way you want. Best of all feel that you have that which you desire and feel the joy or comfort or 

relief that it brings. 

Call to Action  

Begin today to reprogram your mind about money and immediately change your money vocabulary. 

Soon, you will feel a shift as things change and more money flow to you. 


